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Church Property Disputes:
The Trend and the Alternative

I. INTRODUCTION

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof ...

No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges
or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any State deprive
any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor
deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.,

Throughout the history of church property disputes in the United States,
the courts, though recognizing that they are the legitimate forum for re-
solving all property disputes,3 have had to balance their decision-making
power against the possibility of becoming involved in underlying contro-
versies over religious doctrine.' The importance of separation of church and
state in church property disputes was recognized in Watson v. Jones,5 the
first major Supreme Court case to consider the issue.

In this country the full and free right to entertain any religious belief, to
practice any religious principle, and to teach any religious doctrine which
does not violate the laws of morality and property, and which does not
infringe personal rights, is conceded to all. The law knows no heresy, and
is committed to the support of no dogma, the establishment of no sect.
The right to organize voluntary religious associations to assist in the ex-
pression and dissemination of any religious doctrine, and to create tribun-

1. U. S. CONsT. amend. I.
2. U. S. CONST. amend. XIV.
3. Presbyterian Church in the United States v. Mary Elizabeth Blue Hull Memorial

Presbyterian Church, 393 U.S. 440 (1969). "It is of course true that the State has a legitimate
interest in resolving property disputes, and that a civil court is a proper forum for that
resolution." Id. at 445.

4. Serbian E. Orthodox Diocese for the United States and Canada v. Milivojevich, 426
U.S. 696 (1976). "Even when rival church factions seek resolution of a church property
dispute in the civil courts there is substantial danger that the State will become entangled
in essentially religious controversies or intervene on behalf of groups espousing particular
doctrinal beliefs. Because of this danger, 'the First Amendment severely circumscribes the
role that civil courts may play in resolving church property disputes."' Id. at 709, quoting
393 U.S. at 449.

5. 80 U.S. (13 Wall.) 679 (1872).
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als for the decision of controverted questions of faith within the associa-
tion, and for the ecclesiastical government of all the individual members,
congregations, and officers within the general association, is unques-
tioned. All who unite themselves to such a body do so with an implied
consent['] to this government, and are bound to submit to it. But it
would be a vain consent and would lead to the total subversion of such
religious bodies, if any one aggrieved by one of their decisions could appeal
to the secular courts and have them reversed. It is of the essence of these
religious unions, and of their right to establish tribunals for the decision
of questions arising among themselves, that those decisions should be
binding in all cases of ecclesiastical cognizance, subject only to such ap-
peals as the organism itself provides for.7

The recent trend of the Supreme Court in deciding church property
disputes' has not entangled the Court in underlying controversies in reli-
gious doctrine; on the contrary, it has explicitly excluded consideration of
religious doctrine, policy, and practice in determining the ownership of
property.9 However, the Court, in its zeal to avoid the construction of
ecclesiastical law, has come to ignore the decision of the religious party
who, by agreement of the parties concerned, bears the responsibility of
making property related decisions. The problem today is not how we
should decide but who should decide.

The neutral-principles[ 0] approach appears to assume that the require-
ments of the Constitution will be satisfied if civil courts are forbidden to
consider certain types of evidence. The First Amendment's Religion

6. Under Watson the court must assume that the local congregation gives up all control
of its internal matters when it joins a hierarchical church. See note 13 infra, for a definition
of hierarchical.

7. 80 U.S. (13 Wall.) at 728-29 (emphasis added). Watson, decided before the incorpora-
tion of the first amendment by the fourteenth amendment, was based on federal common law.
Watson was elevated to constitutional status in Kedroff v. Saint Nicholas Cathedral, 344 U.S.
94 (1952).

8. The new trend concerns the "neutral principles of law" approach, first mentioned in
Presbyterian Church in the United States v. Mary Elizabeth Blue Hull Memorial Presby-
terian Church, 393 U.S. 440 (1969), and then further defined in Maryland and Virginia
Eldership v. Church of God at Sharpsburg, Inc., 396 U.S. 367 (1970) (per curiam). The phrase,
"neutral principles of law," was fully defined and constitutionally recognized in the Court's
most recent church property decision, Jones v. Wolf, 99 S. Ct. 3020 (1979).

9. "The primary advantage of the neutral principles approach is that it is completely
secular in operation, and yet flexible enough to accommodate all forms of religious organiza-
tion and polity. The method relies exclusively on objective, well-established concepts of trust
and property law familiar to lawyers and judges. It thereby promises to free civil courts
completely from entanglement in questions of religious doctrine, polity, and practice." 99 S.
Ct. at 3025.

10. The neutral principles approach looks to state statutory law governing the holding of
property by religious corporations, to language in the deeds conveying the properties in
question, to the terms of the charters of the church corporations, and to provisions of the
church constitutions.
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Clauses, however, are meant to protect churches and their members from
civil law interference, not to protect the courts from having to decide
difficult evidentiary questions."

II. THE ORIGINS OF JONES V. WOLF

Jones v. Wolf" is the latest case in a trend away from deference to the
decision-makers within religious organizations. On May 27, 1973 the Vine-
ville Presbyterian Church of Macon, Georgia, presented a resolution to the
congregation seeking to withdraw the church and its property from the
Presbyterian Church in the United States; the resolution carried by a vote
of 165 to 94. A commission of the Presbytery, a tribunal in the church
hierarchy,'3 declared those voting in the minority to be the true congrega-
tion of the Vineville Presbyterian Church, and the commission withdrew
from the majority and the pastor all authority derived from the Presby-
terian Church in the United States. The majority continued to hold posses-
sion of the property and three years later, in the midst of litigation concern-
ing title to the property, the names of the minority were stricken from the
church rolls.' 4

The minority first filed an action in the United States District Court for
the Middle District of Georgia seeking to take title to the church property
as the true congregation, as declared by the commission of the Presbytery,
but the action was dismissed for lack of jurisdiction; dismissal was af-
firmed on appeal to the Fifth Circuit.' 5 Upon denial of certiorari to the
United States Supreme Court,'" the minority took its case to the Superior
Court of Bibb County seeking a declaratory judgment adjudicating its
rights, and seeking a permanent injunction preventing the majority from
continuing to use the church property in any manner other than as a unit
of the Presbyterian Church in the United States (PCUS); however, the
Superior Court found for the majority, and on appeal to the Georgia Su-
preme Court, the judgment was affirmed."

11. 99 S. Ct. at 3050, n.2 (dissenting opinion).
12. Id. at 3020.
13. The Presbyterian Church has been denominated as hierarchical in nature, as opposed

to congregational. A church is hierarchical if the local congregation is itself a member of a
much larger and more important religious entity whose orders, judgments, and decisions are
binding upon it. See Watson v. Jones, 80 U.S. (13 Wall.) 679 (1872). The "Presbyterian
Church in the United States, is an association of local Presbyterian churches governed by a
hierarchical structure of tribunals which consists of, in ascending order, (1) the Church
Session, composed of the elders of the local church; (2) the Presbytery, composed of several
churches in a geographical area; (3) the Synod, generally composed Qf all Presbyteries within
a State; and (4) the General Assembly, the highest governing body." 393 U.S. at 441-42.

14. The facts of the schism at Vineville Presbyterian Church are summarized in Jones v.
Wolf, 99 S. Ct. 3020.

15. Lucas v. Hope, 515 F.2d 234, rehearing denied, 523 F.2d 1055 (5th Cir. 1975) (mere.).
16. Lucas v. Hope, 424 U.S. 967 (1976) (mem.).
17. Jones v. Wolf, 241 Ga. 208, 243 S.E.2d 860 (1978).

1980]
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The Georgia Supreme Court, employing the "neutral principles of law
approach,"'" found that the deeds to the church property failed to place
any property interest in the general church. The court also looked at Chap-
ter 6 of the Book of Church Order, Fourteenth Printing, 1972.

Section 6-2, dealing with incorporated churches within the Presbytery,
specifically provides that a church corporation may elect officers to hold
and manage local church property and may buy, sell and mortgage such
property under the authority and direction of such corporation, the mem-
bership of which includes every member of the congregation.0

On the basis of this examination, the court concluded that the legal title
to all the church property of the Vineville Presbyterian Church is vested
in the local congregation represented by the majority.

The U.S. Supreme Court granted certiorari 2 and, for the first time,
squarely faced the question of whether the Court may resolve a church
property dispute on the basis of "neutral principles of law," or whether it
must defer to the resolution of an authoritative tribunal of the hierarchical
church . 2 Citing Maryland and Virginia Eldership v. Church of God at
Sharpsburg, Inc., 2 2 the court held that a state may adopt any one of various
approaches for settling church property disputes so long as it involves no
consideration of doctrinal matters. "We therefore hold that a State is
constitutionally entitled to adopt neutral principles of law as a means of
adjudicating a church property dispute. 12 3

The Court noted that prior decisions, based on neutral principles of law,
involved church property disputes between the general churches and their
entire local congregations, whereas in Jones v. Wolf, the local congregation
itself was divided. Though the Court agreed that the application of neutral
principles of law -in Jones would establish ownership in the congregation,
it found that the lower court had not demonstrated how it had determined
that the majority was the true congregation. 24 The Court found that

18. The court based its opinion on Carnes v. Smith, 236 Ga. 30, 222 S.E.2d 322 (1976),
which "relied upon the case of Md. & Va. Eldership v. Church of God at Sharpsburg, Inc.,
396 U.S. 367 (90 S.Ct. 499, 24 L.Ed. 582) (1970), in which the United States Supreme Court
sanctioned examination of language in deeds, applicable state statutes regarding religious
corporations, provisions in church constitutions, and the corporate charter of the local church
as 'neutral principles of law' that appropriately may be considered." 241 Ga. at 210, 243
S.E.2d at 862-63.

19. 241 Ga. at 211, 243 S.E.2d at 863.
20. 439 U.S. 891 (1978).
21. 99 S. Ct. at 3022.
22. 396 U.S. 367 (1970) (per curiam).
23. 99 S.Ct. at 3026.
24. The minority of the congregation contended that the Presbytery had the complete

authority to determine who was the "true" congregation by virtue of THE BOOK OF CHURCH
ORDER §§ 16-7 and 111-3 (Fourteenth Printing, 1972). See Brief for Appellants on Remand
at 17, Jones v. Wolf, No. 33126 (Ga. Sup. Ct. Sept. 27, 1979). Since the title to the property
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[if] Georgia has adopted a presumptive rule of majority representation,
defeasible upon a showing that the identity of the local church is to be
determined by some other means, we think this would be consistent with
both the neutral principles analysis and the First Amendment.

[However], if Georgia law provides that the identity of the Vineville
church is to be determined according to the "laws and regulations" of the
PCUS, then the First Amendment requires that the Georgia courts give
deference to the presbyterial commission's determination of that church's
identity.25

Consequently, the Court reversed and remanded the case to the Georgia
Supreme Court so that it could clarify its decision.

III. THE GENESIS OF THE DEFERENCE RULE

Watson v. Jones6 concerned a property dispute between two rival fac-
tions of the Walnut Street Presbyterian Church in Louisville, Kentucky,
an affiliate of the Presbyterian Church of the United States. The schism
in the congregation was the inevitable result of the anti-slavery stance
taken by the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in 1865. A
majority of the congregation remained loyal to the church heirarchy; how-
ever, the minority faction, which had split with the church over the slavery
issue, took over the church property. After the Presbyterian General As-
sembly determined that the majority, supporters of the church's anti-
slavery stance, was the true congregation, the majority attempted to re-
cover the church property by seeking injunctive relief in the state court.
The court found for the majority, but was reversed by the state appellate
court. 7 This decision was appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court.

Defendants, the minority, invoked the "implied trust"' ' " doctrine, argu-
ing that church property was held in trust for the benefit of the general
church only so long as the general church adhered to the tenets it held
when the local church became an affiliate. The minority argued that the
general church's expressed views in favor of emancipation were in deroga-
tion of the original tenets to which the minority continued to subscribe.

was in the "congregation" the general church's determination that the minority was the
congregation would result in the property going to the minority.

25. 99 S.Ct. at 3027-3028.
26. 80 U.S. (13 Wall.) 679 (1872).
27. Watson v. Avery, 3 Ky. Rep. (Bush) 635 (1868),
28. The "implied trust" doctrine first discussed by Lord Eldon in Craigdallie v. Aikman,

3 Eng. Rep. 601 (H. L. 1813), held that in property disputes caused by schisms in the
congregations, the property must go to the group which adhered to the original principles of
the church. Attorney-General ex. rel. Mander v. Pearson, 36 Eng. Rep. 135 (Ch. 1817), also
based its holding on an "implied trust" whereby affiliating church members bind themselves
by implied contract to adhere to the original doctrines of the church.
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The minority maintained that, because it was the only party faithful to
the original tenets, the Court should find it to be the true congregation and
owner of the property. The Court found that the "implied trust" doctrine
was invalid and held that a change of beliefs will not be examined to
determine whether there has been a breach of an implied trust. Justice
Miller outlined the danger to religious freedom represented by the inter-
vention of the courts:

[lit is easy to see that if the civil courts are to inquire into
[ecclesiastical] matters, the whole subject of the doctrinal theology, the
usages and customs, the written laws, and fundamental organization of
every religious denomination may, and must, be examined into with min-
uteness and care, for they would become, in almost every case, the criteria
by which the validity of the ecclesiastical decree would be determined in
the civil court. This principle would deprive these bodies of the right of
construing their own church laws, would open the way to all the evils
which we have depicted as attendant upon the doctrine of Lord Eldon,
[implied trust doctrine] and would, in effect, transfer to the civil courts
where property rights were concerned the decision of all ecclesiastical
questions.2

Justice Miller found that for the purpose of analyzing church property
disputes, property questions should be classified under one of three general
headings. The first classification involved property which by express terms
of the deed, is subject to the support and teachings of a specific form of
religious doctrine or belief.

In such case, if the trust is confided to a religious congregation of the
independent or congregational form of church government, it is not in the
power of the majority of that congregation, however preponderant, by
reason of a change of views on religious subjects, to carry the property so
confided to them to the support of new and conflicting doctrine.

The Court found that it would be the duty of the courts to enforce such a
trust.

The second classification concerns the congregational polity which the
Court defined as "strictly independent of other ecclesiastical associations,
and so far as church government is concerned, owes no fealty or obligation
to any higher authority. ' '3' Congregational churches would be treated as
voluntary associations for the purpose of solving property disputes between
opposing factions. If the congregational church in question is governed by
majority rule, then the numerical majority would determine the true
owner. If the officers of the congregation held power to make these determi-

29. 80 U.S. (13 Wall.) at 733 (emphasis in original).
30. Id. at 723.
31. Id. at 722.
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nations, then the decision would rest with such officers. Hence, the Court
would defer to the appropriate religious authority in making ecclesiastical
decisions.

The third classification concerns churches that have an hierarchical pol-
ity in which the "congregation. . . holding the property is but a subordi-
nate member of some general church organization in which there are supe-
rior ecclesiastical tribunals with a general and ultimate power of control
more or less complete, in some supreme judicatory over the whole member-
ship of that general organization. 13 The Court held that in this hierarchi-
cal classification the decisions of the highest church judicatory on eccle-
siastical questions are binding on the civil courts.

The Walnut Street Presbyterian Church was an affiliate of the hierarchi-
cal Presbyterian Church of the United States, and the church general
assembly's determination that the majority was the true congregation was
affirmed by the decision of the Supreme Court.3 3 Through this analysis the
Court in Watson considered the question "who decides," and gave defer-
ence to the decision of the general church. In formulating the rule that the
highest judicatory of a hierarchical church would determine ecclesiastical
questions, the Court left open the questions of how the polity ofza church
is determined and what constitutes an ecclesiastical question. The answers
to these questions are troublesome today.

IV. THE METAMORPHOSIS OF THE "DEFERENCE RULE"

The Watson deference rule, though it still is valid, has been modified
throughout.the years, with the trend moving toward more and more inter-
vention by the secular courts. Bouldin v. Alexander,34 decided in the same
year as Watson, approved the Watson analysis but modified it to some
extent. Bouldin dealt with "the Third Colored Baptist Church of the City
of Washington,"' 5 a congregational church in which the minority forcibly
took over the church property, excommunicated the original trustees, and
elected new ones. Plaintiff majority sought an injunction against future
interference with church property by defendants. The lower court held for
the expelled majority and the Supreme Court affirmed. The Court deter-
mined that the church in question had a congregational polity. The Court
found that though it could not consider ecclesiastical questions such as the
excommunication of the original trustees, it could inquire whether the
expulsion was the act of the "real" church.3 1 Since a congregational church
was involved, church decisions devolved upon the majority of the congrega-

32. Id.
33. Id. at 734.
34. 82 U.S. (15 Wall.) 131 (1872).
35. Id. at 133.
36. Id. at 140.
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tion. Therefore, the decision of the minority to excommunicate the trustees
was invalid. The Court held that "[in a congregational church, the ma-
jority, if they adhere to the organization and to the doctrines, represent the
church. An expulsion of the majority by a minority is a void act."3 This
holding is distinguishable from Watson in that the Court in Bouldin gave
deference only to a church decision which adheres to the organization and
doctrine of the church. Since the determination of the doctrine of the
church requires the courts to closely examine the beliefs of the church, the
Bouldin decision encourages interventionism and restricts what the major-
ity of an independent body may do in its exercise of religion.

Gonzalez v. Roman Catholic Archbishop of Manila18 concerned a peti-
tioner who maintained that he had a right to a collative chaplaincy in the
Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Manila. Petitioner asked to be declared
the lawful heir to the chaplaincy and its income. Petitioner met the qualifi-
cations for the chaplaincy under the canon law in force when the chap-
laincy was founded; however, the canon law in force in 1929, the year in
question, required that chaplaincies be conferred only upon the clergy.
Since petitioner was not a cleric, the Archbishop refused to appoint him.
The trial court found for petitioner, directing the Archbishop to appoint
him and to pay him the income accrued during the vacancy. The Supreme
Court of the Philippine Islands reversed and held that it was inherent in
the deed of foundation that the qualifications of a chaplain would not
remain the same but would be dependent on the prescription of church
authorities. Since petitioner did not possess the qualifications prescribed
by the new canon law, which was promulgated before he was presented,
he could not be appointed."9

The U.S. Supreme Court agreed that petitioner had no right to the
chaplaincy. Since the church polity was hierarchical, it was for the hier-
archy to decide the ecclesiastical question of petitioner's qualification for
the chaplaincy, and the Court would defer to the church's decision. 0 But,
since the hierarchy had already refused to appoint petitioner on the basis
of the new canon law, the Court went further than necessary when it found
that the new canon law must be applied in making the decision. This
finding usurped the power of the church in this ecclesiastical question. It
is the church's place to determine which of its laws apply to the situation.
The Court further determined that it could look into the church's decisions
to see that they were not made in a fraudulent, collusive, or arbitrary
manner.4 ' Since neither, fraud, collusion, nor arbitrariness was at issue,

37. Id.
38. 280 U.S. 1 (1929).
39. Id. at 15.
40. Id. at 16.
41. The "arbitrariness standard" was overruled in Serbian E. Orthodox Diocese v. Milivo-

jevich, 426 U.S. 696 (1976). Theoretically, the fraudulent and collusive rule still stands, but
the standard arose from obiter dictum.
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this part of the decision is obiter dictum; however, the language was picked
up by the courts and has served to extend interventionism into church
property disputes.

A. Watson Constitutionalized

The Watson deference rule as amended by the Gonzales "fraud, collu-
sion, and arbitrariness" standard, was preserved and made a constitu-
tional principle in Kedroff v. Saint Nicholas Cathedral." In 1945, the New
York legislature enacted a statute giving official recognition to the Russian
Church in America by requiring that all the churches formerly subject to
the church in Russia be governed by the ecclesiastical body of the Ameri-
can separatist movement. Plaintiffs, who represented the American Con-
vention of the Russian Orthodox Church, brought an action of ejectment
to have the Archbishop, who was appointed by the Moscow Patriarchate,
removed from the church property. Under the rationale of Watson the
hierarchy's decision that its duly appointed Archbishop was in rightful
possession of the church property should have been controlling upon the
New York Court of Appeals.

[However], [tihe New York Court of Appeals, in a four to three decision,
held that Watson vs. Jones was not applicable. That decision, the court
said, was predicated on the assumption that the highest church judicatory
was independent of government control and free to act in accordance with
the true doctrines of the church. In the present case, however, the court
could take judicial notice that religion in Communist Russia is not free

43

On appeal, the U.S. Supreme Court, found that the New York statute
was unconstitutional under tl{e first amendment as applied to the states
through the fourteenth amendment." The Court endorsed the Watson rule
of deference and stated that Watson "radiates . . . a spirit of freedom for
religious organizations, and independence from secular control or manipu-
lation - in short, power to decide for themselves, free from state interfer-
ence, matters of church government as well as those of faith and doc-
trine. "- The Court held that state statutes which regulate church adminis-
tration, 'the operation of churches, and the appointment of clergy prohibit
the free exercise of religion and are unconstitutional. The Court reversed
and remanded the case, indicating that deference should be given to the
mother church because of its hierarchical nature.16

42. 344 U.S. 94 (1952).
43. L. PFEFFER, CHURCH, STATE, AND FREEDOM, 296 (1967) (footnotes omitted). See Saint

Nicholas Cathedral v. Kedroff, 302 N.Y. 1 (1950).
44. 344 U.S. at 107.
45. Id. at 116 (emphasis added).
46. On remand the New York Court of Appeals tried to reassert its support for the Ameri-

can separatists, but the Supreme Court reversed in Kreshik v. Saint Nicholas Cathedral, 363
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Ours is a government which by the "law of its being" allows no statute,
state or national, that prohibits the free exercise of religion. There are
occasions when civil courts must draw lines between the responsibilities
of church and state for the disposition or use of property. Even in those
cases when the property right follows as an incident from decisions of the
church custom or law on ecclesiastical issues, the church rule controls.,'

The language of the Kedroff decision clearly reflects the position that the
first amendment religion clauses are meant to protect churches and their
members from civil law interference and not simply to preclude the courts
from considering ecclesiastical law.

B. Watson Defiled

With the Court's decision in Presbyterian Church in the United States
v. Mary Elizabeth Blue Hull Memorial Presbyerian Church,48 the prohibi-
tion against civil courts' consideration of ecclesiastical questions was
strengthened; however, the courts would no longer have to defer to the
decision of the proper religious authority, but could decide to the contrary
based on neutral principles of law. The Hull Church decision, therefore,
has weakened the wall of separation between church and state and led to
further intervention by the courts.

In 1966, Mary Elizabeth Blue Hull Memorial Presbyterian Church and
Eastern Heights Presbyterian Church filed petitions in the Superior Court
of Chatham County, Georgia, against the Presbyterian Church in the
United States, seeking to enjoin the general church from interfering with
the local church property. The two churches had, on April 17, 1966, severed
all connections with the general church, declaring that the general church
had violated both the congregations' beliefs as originally adopted by the
church in 1861 and the church constitution. The trial court found for
plaintiffs (the local congregations) and defendant appealed to the Georgia
Supreme Court." The supreme court affirmed on the basis of the implied
trust doctrine which required the civil courts to look into church doctrine
to determine if the general church had breached its trust by breaking with
the accepted religious doctrine.

We take the view that such a trust is conditioned upon the general
church's adherence to its tenets of faith and practice existing when the
local church affiliated with it and that an abandonment of, or departure
from, such tenets is a diversion from the trust, which the civil courts will
prevent.'

U.S. 190 (1960), holding that the state court could not do by judicary what is impermissible
by the legislature.

47. 344 U.S. at .120 (footnotes omitted).
48. 393 U.S. 440 (1969).
49. Presbyterian Chur~h in the United States v. Eastern Heights Presbyterian Church,

224 Ga. 61, 159 S.E.2d 690 (1968).
50. Id. at 68.
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Upon determining that the general church had breached the trust, the
court found for the local congregations.

On certiorari, the Supreme Court of the United States reversed and
remanded.5 The Court found that the departure-from-doctrine element of
the implied trust theory is unconstitutional. 2

This determination [of departure from doctrine] has two parts. The civil
court must first decide whether the challenged actions of the general
church depart substantially from prior doctrine. In reaching such a deci-
sion, the court must of necessity make its own interpretation of the mean-
ing of church doctrines . . . .Thus, the departure-from-doctrine element
of the Georgia implied trust theory requires the civil court to determine
matters at the very core of a religion-the interpretation of particular
church doctrines and the importance of those doctrines to the religion.
Plainly, the First Amendment forbids civil courts from playing such a
role.5

3

As constructive as this decision may seem, it does not-strengthen the wall
of separation but only serves to change the type of evidence which the
courts may use in their increased intervention into church property dis-
putes. Though the Court found the church to be hierarchical, 54 it did not
defer to the hierarchy's determination that the hierarchy represented the
real church and was, therefore, the owner of the property. The Court stated
that "[c]ivil courts do not inhibit free exercise of religion merely by open-
ing their doors to disputes involving church property. And there are neutral
principles of law, developed for use in all property disputes, which can be
applied without 'establishing' churches to which property is awarded. "I'

Hereafter, dissatisfied congregations could go to civil courts to overrule a
hierarchy's decision which the congregation had agreed to follow if some
"neutral principle" indicated that the title to church property rested with
the congregation. The case was reversed and remanded for a final determi-
nation to be made according to "neutral principles of law," but what
constituted neutral principles of law was not stated by the Court.

On remand, the Georgia Supreme Court once again found for the local
congregation.'" The Georgia court construed "neutral principles of law" to
mean that church property would go to the party which held legal title.
To make this determination the court looked only to the deeds.

51. 393 U.S. at 440.
52. The implied trust doctrine had been rejected earlier in Watson v. Jones, 80 U.S. (13

Wall.) 679 (1872).
53. 393 U.S. at 450.
54. Id. at 441.
55. Id. at 449 (emphasis added).
56. Presbyterian Church in the United States v. Eastern Heights Presbyterian Church,

225 Ga. 259, 167 S.E.2d 658 (1969), cert. denied, 396 U.S. 1041 (1970).
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The Eastern Heights Church initially in 1930 acquired a part of its prop-
erty from the Independent Presbyterian Church of Savannah by a deed
naming as grantee "Eastern Heights Presbyterian Church, a religious cor-
poration." Two other tracts were later obtained by it, the deeds thereto
designating as grantees certain persons as "Trustees of the Eastern
Heights Presbyterian Church, and their successors in office," one of these
providing that the property was to be held in trust "for the use and benefit
of the congregation of the Eastern Heights Presbyterian Church."57

Based on the deeds, the court found that legal title was in the congregation.
Consequently, though the court may not construe ecclesiastical law in
making a decision concerning church property, it need not defer to the
decision of the appropriate religious authority-in this case the church
hierarchy-but may intervene and make a contrary decison based on some
poorly defined "neutral principles of law."

What constitutes "neutral principles of law" was clarified in Maryland
and Virginia Eldership v. Church of God at Sharpsburg, Inc." A church
property dispute resulted in the church eldership bringing an action to
obtain the land claimed by two local churches. The trial court dismissed
the complaint and the Maryland Court of Appeals affirmed, holding that
the local congregations could withdraw from the hierarchical church and
keep the property." The United States Supreme Court remanded 0 for
further consideration in light of the decision in Hull Church. The appeals
court maintained its position on remand, basing its decision on

provisions of state statutory law governing the holding of property by
religious corporations, upon language in the deeds conveying the proper-
ties in question to the local church corporations, upon the terms of the
charters of the corporations, and upon provisions in the constitution of the
General Eldership pertinent to the ownership and control of church prop-
erty.6'

Even in the face of the contention that the state law deprived the elder-
ship of property in violation of the first amendment, the Court, in a per
curiam opinion, dismissed the appeal since, there, having been no inquiry
into religious doctrine, there was no federal question." The concurrence63

best expressed the meaning of the decision. "It follows that a State may
adopt any one of various approaches for settling church property disputes

57. 225 Ga. at 260-61, 167 S.E.2d at 659.
58. 396 U.S. 367 (1970) (per curiam).
59. Maryland and Virginia Eldership v. Church of God at Sharpsburg, Inc., 249 Md. 650,

241 A.2d 691 (1968).
60. 393 U.S. 528 (1969).
61. 396 U.S. at 367 (footnotes omitted).
62. Id.
63. The concurring opinion was written by Mr. Justice Brennan, with Mr. Justice Douglas

and Mr. Justice Marshall joining in the opinion.
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so long as it involves no consideration of doctrinal matters, whether the
ritual and liturgy of worship or the tenets of faith. 64

Once again the Court opened up church property disputes to more inter-
vention by the states. Again the Court missed the fundamental point of
the first amendment; it is not how the question of ownership is decided but
by whom it is decided that is important. There is no question that the civil
courts must make a determination in property questions, but if there is to
be a wall of separation between church and state, deference must be given
to the religious party which has been given the authority to make property
decisions. The neutral principles of law rule does not allow for this defer-
ence.

C. Watson Revitalized

Serbian Eastern Orthodox Diocese v. Milivojevich"5 gave the appearance
that the Court was back on the path of deference .to the ruling church
authority. 6 The Serbian case originated in the Illinois courts on the issue
of the removal, by the Holy Assembly of Bishops and the Holy Synod of
the Serbian Orthodox Church,67 of Dionisije Milivojevich (Dionisije) as
Bishop of the American-Canadian Diocese, and over the question of the
Mother Church's action in dividing the Diocese into three new dioceses.
Along with the appointment as a Bishop came the use of the properties of
the American-Canadian Diocese and, thus, the case became a church prop-
erty dispute.

Dionisije was elected Bishop of the American-Canadian Diocese in
1939.65 On June 12, 1962, a delegation, appointed by the Holy Synod,

64. 396 U.S. at 368 (concurring opinion) (emphasis in original).
65. 426 U.S. 696 (1976).
66. At least one writer believed that neutral principles had been abandoned altogether.

See Recent Developments, Constitutional Law - Limits on Judicial Review of Hierarchical
Church Decisions, 45 FORDHAM L. Rav. 992 (1977). "Thus a rule emerges as to hierarchical
churches that is clear and definitive-the decision of a hierarchical church tribunal is final.
Neutral principles of law may not be used in the future to review those decisions regardless
of whether or not they can be shown to have been the result of arbitrariness." Id. at 1001.

67. "[The Church's] highest legislative, judicial, ecclesiastical, and administrative au-
thority resides in the Holy Assembly of Bishops . . . .The Church's highest executive body,
the Holy Synod of Bishops, is composed of the Patriarch and four Diocesan Bishops selected
by the Holy Assembly. The Holy Synod and the Holy Assembly have the exclusive power to
remove, suspend, defrock, or appoint Diocesan Bishops. The Mother Church is governed
according to the Holy Scriptures, Holy Tradition, Rules of the Ecumenical Councils, the Holy
Apostles, the Holy Faiths of the Church, the Mother Church Constitution adopted in 1931,
and a 'penal code' adopted in 1961." 426 U.S. at 699.

68. "The history of the American-Canadian Diocese and its relationship with the mother
church in Belgrade is long and complex. The diocese was fully formed and organized before
it sought to unite itself with the mother church, and it was the only diocese in the Serbian
Orthodox Church with its own constitution. The American-Canadian Diocese bound itself to
the mother church 'ecclesiastically and judicially,' but reserved to itself 'full administrative
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visited the United States to study proposals submitted by Dionisije and
to confer with Dionisije concerning complaints against him and his admin-
istration. " As a result of the visit, Dionisije was suspended by the Holy
Synod pending investigation of the complaints, and the American-
Canadian Diocese was reorganized into three new dioceses, only one of
which would be under Dionisije's control. Dionisije refused to accept either
the reorganization or his suspension on the grounds that the reorganization
was repugnant to the constitution of the American-Canadian Diocese and
that his suspension was not in accordance with the constitution of the
Mother Church. Dionisije's acts of defiance led to his removal by the Holy
Assembly on July 27, 1963. Dionisije sought an injunction in the civil
courts to stop the Mother Church from interfering with the assets of the
Diocese and to have himself declared the true Bishop of the American-
Canadian Diocese. The issue finally came before the Illinois Supreme
Court"0 which held that

[the] removal and defrockment had to be set aside as "arbitrary" be-
cause the proceedings resulting in those actions were not conducted ac-
cording to the Illinois Supreme Court's interpretation of the Church's
constitution and penal code, and that the Diocesan reorganization was
invalid because it was beyond the scope of the Mother Church's authority
to effectuate such changes without Diocesan approval."

On appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court, the Illinois decision was reversed;
the Court found that the church had the power to dismiss Dionisije and to
reorganize the American-Canadian Diocese.

Even though "this case essentially involve[d] not a church property
dispute, but a religious dispute,"" the Court's analysis is applicable to
church property disputes. The Gonzalez "arbitrariness" standard which
had been used by the Illinois court to overrule the defrockment of Dionisije
was found unconstitutional." The Court found that to apply the arbitrari-

freedom' and the power to 'independently regulate and. rule itself.'" Note, Constitutional
Law - First Amendment - The Role of Civil Courts in Church Disputes, 1977 WISCONSIN
L. REV. 904 at 923.

69. "None of the cases describe the improprieties allegedly committed by Bishop Milivo-
jevich, but the Bishop himself was not so reticent. He published a defense entitled PATRIARCH
GHERMAN'S VIOLATIONS OF THE HOLY CANONS, RULES AND REGULATIONS OF THE SERBIAN ORTHO-

DOX CHURCH IN Trro's YUGOSLAVIA (1965). As the title suggests, the Bishop tied the mother
church to the communist regime. The charges leading to the suspension that he refutes
included sexual misconduct 'not becoming the priestly rank,' and misappropriation of funds.
The trial court heard his alleged accusers and a majority of them denied making the charges
attributed to them by the indictment issued by the mother church against the Bishop.
Milivojevich, 60 Ill. 2d at 500, 328 N.E.2d at 280." 1977 WISCONSIN L. REV. 904, 921 n.95.

70. Serbian Eastern Orthodox Diocese v. Milivojevich, 60 Ill. 2d 477, 328 N.E.2d 268
(1975).

71. 426 U.S. at 708.
72. Id. at 709.
73. "We have concluded that whether or not there is room for 'marginal civil court review'
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ness standard would necessarily entail an extensive inquiry by the Court
into ecclesiastical questions, an activity that is prohibited by the first
amendment. The Illinois court's invalidation of the reorganization on its
finding that the church's decision was in excess of its jurisdiction was
reversed by the Court since ascertainment of the church's jurisdiction
would require a searching and impermissible inquiry into church polity.

In short, the First and Fourteenth Amendments permit hierarchical reli-
gious organizations to establish their own rules and regulations for inter-
nal discipline and government, and to create tribunals for adjudicating
disputes over these matters. When this choice is exercised and ecclesiasti-
cal tribunals are created to decide disputes over the government and
direction of subordinate bodies, the Constitution requires that civil courts
accept their decisions as binding upon them. 7'

The Court thus applied and revitalized the Watson deference rule after
having undermined it for one hundred years.

V. DEFERENCE - ONLY AN ALTERNATIVE

Though Serbian primarily concerned a religious rather than a property
dispute, the language of the decision seemed to point toward a future of
deference to church authorities when such authorities made decisions per-
tinent to a case before a civil court. 75 Jones v. Wolf,76 however, has limited
the mandatory exercise of deference to issues of religious doctrine and
polity. In Jones, the Court held that the first amendment does not dictate
that a particular method be used in resolving church property disputes, 77

under the narrow rubrics of 'fraud' or 'collusion' when church tribunals act in bad faith for
secular purposes, no 'arbitrariness' exception - in the sense of an inquiry whether the deci-
sions of the highest ecclesiastical tribunal of a hierarchical church complied with church laws
and regulations - is consistent with the constitutional mandate that civil courts are bound
to accept the decisions of the highest judicatories of a religious organization of hierarchical
polity on matters of discipline, faith, internal organization, or ecclesiastical rule, custom, or
law." 426 U.S. at 713. Fraud or collusion was not involved in this case so neither standard
was affected by this case; however, it is unlikely that fraud or collusion will be examined in
church property disputes in the future.

74. 426 U.S. at 724-25.
75. "[Tihe Illinois Supreme Court relied on purported 'neutral principles' for resolving

property disputes which would 'not in any way entangle this court in the determination of
theological or doctrinal matters.' . . . Nevertheless the Supreme Court of Illinois substituted
its interpretation of the Diocesan and Mother Church constitutions for that of the highest
ecclesiastical tribunals in which church law vests authority to make that interpretation. This
the First and Fourteenth Amendments forbid." Id. at 721.

76. See note 12 supra, and accompanying text.
77. The dissent noted the inevitable result of this decision. "In essence, the Court's

instructions on remand therefore allow the state courts the choice of following the long-settled
rule of Watson v. Jones or of adopting some other rule - unspecified by the Court - that
the state courts view as consistent with the First Amendment. Not only questions of state
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and, citing Maryland and Virginia Eldership declared that" 'a State may
adopt any one of various approaches for settling church property disputes
so long as it involves no consideration of doctrinal matters, whether the
ritual and liturgy of worship or the tenets of faith.' "I"

In Jones, the Georgia court had based its decision for the majority of the
congregation on its construction of "neutral principles of law." The deeds,
by which the Vineville Presbyterian Church held the property, conveyed
the church property to the local congregation. The Court held that the
Georgia Supreme Court was within constitutional bounds in finding for the
majority on the basis of the deeds, since its decision involved no inquiry
into religious doctrine. However, the case was remanded since the Georgia
court did not articulate the reasoning in its determination that the major-
ity represented the "true" Vineville Presbyterian Church.

As indicated in the dissent," Jones introduces a new "two-stage" analy-
sis whereby a court uses neutral principles of law to determine whether
title rests with the general church or the local congregation. If title is in
the general church, then control of the property will be exercised by the
church hierarchy. If neutral principles establish title in the local congrega-
tion, then the second stage of the analysis is called into play. The court
must then determine who is the "true" local congregation, a decision which
may be made either by applying neutral pri'nciples of law or by deferring
to the decision of the church hierarchy. The Court's decision in Jones can
only lead to increased civil litigation in church property disputes, more
uncertainty, and the propagation throughout the states of a variety of
different rules for deciding church property disputes.

The Court admits that the neutral principles approach is not free of
difficulty in respect to the very problem which it is designed to avoid. The
purported benefit of neutral principles is that it totally avoids the analysis
of religious questions; however, "[tihe neutral principles method, at least
as it has evolved in Georgia, requires a civil court to examine certain
religious documents, such as a church constitution, for language of trust
in favor of the general church."" The Court advises that "[in undertak-
ing such an examination, a civil court must take special care to scrutinize
the document in purely secular terms, and not to rely on religious precepts
in determining whether the document indicates that the parties have in-
tended to create a trust."'" While allowing for a purely secular analysis of
a church constitution for neutral principles purposes, the Court lambasts

law but also important issues of federal constitutional law thus are left to the state courts for
their decision, and if they depart from Watson v. Jones, they will travel a course left totally
uncharted by this Court." 99 S. Ct. at 3032 (dissenting opinion).

78. Id. at 3025 quoting 396 U.S. at 368 (concurring opinion) (emphasis in original).
79. Id. at 3029. Mr. Justice Powell wrote the dissenting opinion, joined by Mr. Chief

Justice Burger, Mr. Justice Stewart, and Mr. Justice White.
80. Id. at 3026.
81. Id.
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the compulsory deference rule for being too difficult to apply and for re-
quiring an impermissible inquiry into church polity. If the examination of
the church constitution can be made in purely secular terms in the neutral
principles approach, why cannot the examination of the church constitu-
tion be carried out in a purely secular way when deciding to which religious
party to defer in making a decision in a church property dispute? Both
approaches allow the courts to avoid the consideration of religious doc-
trine, but the deference rule has the added value of taking into considera-
tion "which of the religious parties to this action has been given the power
to decide" and then deferring to that party's decision. This approach is in
keeping with separation between church and state and is the approach
which the Court should be promoting.

VI. AN ALTERNATIVE TO "NEUTRAL PRINCIPLES" AND

THE DEFERENCE RULE

Secular intervention into hierarchical decision making has often been for
the purpose of securing the expectations of local congregations against a
general church which no longer fulfills those expectations or which refuses
to follow its own procedures in making decisions. Admirable as such inter-
vention may seem, these local churches which have become affiliated with
hierarchical organizations containing their own courts, have agreed to
abide by the decisions of those courts; freedom of religion can have no
continuing validity if the civil courts can overturn these church decisions
when the congregation is dissatisfied. In church property disputes, courts
should overrule the holding of a church hierarchy only when the local
church, though a member of the hierarchical organization, has not given
up control of its property to the general church;82 court intervention in such
a case would not be the overruling of the decision of the church hierarchy
because the general church would have no jurisdiction.

If the free exercise clause of the first amendment has any meaning at
all, it is that when individuals come together to form a religious union, they
will be able to decide who shall exercise the power to make various deci-
sions. When that power has been allocated, its authority should not be
ignored, whether by the Supreme Court, a church hierarchy, or a majority
or minority of a congregation. Though the Court has kept the civil judicary
from considering ecclesiastical questions, it often has failed to ascertain
the proper decision-maker and to defer to its decision; the neutral princi-

82. The fact that a local church is a member of a hierarchical organization should not
necessarily mean that the local church cannot be congregational as far as the control of the
local church property is concerned. See Maryland and Virginia Eldership of Churches of God
v. Church of God at Sharpsburg, Inc., 249 Md. 650, 241 A.2d 691 (1968), vacated, 393 U.S.
528, (1969) (mem.), reaff'd on remand, 254 Md. 162, 254 A.2d 162 (1969), appeal dismissed,
396 U.S. 367 (1970) (per curiam).
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pies of law analysis ignores the proper decision-maker altogether, and the
traditional deference rule does not allow a proper investigation whereby
the "true" decision-maker may always be ascertained.

The traditional deference rule, as first discussed in Watson and as it has
evolved today, is based upon an implied contract;83 the courts find an
implied agreement to submit to the rule of the general church once a local
church becomes a member of an hierarchical body. Therefore, in order to
apply the Watson deference rule, the courts must determine whether a
local church has become a part of an hierarchical church and thereby
submitted to the hierarchy's jurisdiction. 4 To make this determination "5 a
court must look to certain ecclesiastical documents. 8 Traditionally, the
Supreme Court has ended its investigation once it has made this determi-
nation, and has refused to further analyze church documents in order to
determine what specific powers the local church has given up in joining the
general church. In Serbian,8 7 the Court discussed the Illinois court's hold-
ing that the reorganization of the American-Canadian Diocese was in ex-
cess of its jurisdiction.

Essentially, the court premised this determination on its view that the
early history of the Diocese "manifested a clear intention to retain inde-
pendence and autonomy in its administrative affairs while at the same
time becoming ecclesiastically and judicially an organic part of the
Serbian Orthodox Church," and its interpretation of the constitution of
the American-Canadian Diocese as confirming this intention. It also inter-
preted the constitution of the Serbian Orthodox Church, which was
adopted after the Diocesan constitution, in a manner consistent with this
conclusion.

The constitutional provisions of the American-Canadian Diocese were
not so express that the civil courts could enforce them without engaging
in a searching and therefore impermissible inquiry into church polity."

It is possible that many church constitutions are unclear about who has

83. For a good discussion of the contractual rationale of Watson, see Note, Constitutional
Law - First Amendment - The Role of Civil Courts in Church Disputes, 1977 WISCONSIN
L. REV. 904.

84. The central question left open by Watson is when would a local church be considered
part of a hierarchical church, or, when would it be considered an independent or congrega-
tional church?

85. See note 13 supra, for definition of hierarchical.
86. "Notwithstanding the limitations imposed on the civil courts, . the civil courts can

(and indeed must in some cases) look at ecclesiastical documents and related evidence con-
cerning religious rites, doctrines, polity and practices for the limited purpose of determining
the nature of the church organization." Draskovich v. Pasalich, 151 Ind. App. 397, -, 280
N.E.2d 69, 72 (1972). See also, United Methodist Church v. St. Louis Crossing Independent
Methodist Church, 150 Ind. App. 574, 276 N.E.2d 916 (1971).

87. See note 65 supra, and accompanying text.
88. 426 U.S. at 721, 723 (emphasis added).
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the power to make decisions concerning property disputes, and in those
cases the search might very well be, as the Supreme Court has said, an
"impermissible inquiry into church polity.""9 However, the mere assump-
tion by the Court that, through an implied contract, a local church gives
up the power to control its property by affiliating with an hierarchical
church, without some attempt by the Court to ascertain the intention of
the parties at the time of affiliation, as to who would decide the control of
property in the event of a schism, seems to contravene the free exercise
clause of the first amendment. The Court should strike a balance between
avoidance of ecclesiastical questions and deference to the proper decision-
maker. The avoidance of an inquiry into a church constitution where an
inquiry might demonstrate that the church is congregational when in-
volved in church property decisions does not foster, but inhibits, freedom
of religion. In Serbian, the Supreme Court gave no direction to courts who
must decide when a church constitution is unclear about the intent of the
parties or when an analysis is a searching and impermissible inquiry into
church polity. This should be clarified so that the proper decision-maker
may be ascertained when constitutionally permissible.

The neutral principles of law approach, as defined in Maryland and
Virginia Eldership,90 can avoid the search for the "true" decision-maker
altogether. An analysis of a state's corporation law will show the state's
mandate concerning the ownership of church property (when dealing with
incorporated churches, such as the Vineville Presbyterian Church), but it
will not necessarily reflect the intentions of the parties in interest. An
analysis of the deeds to the church property will not necessarily show the
ultimate owner of the property; property is often deeded to the congrega-
tion of a local church when the church constitution maintains that the
hierarchy has authority over the use of the property. Use of these "neutral
principles" help the courts to avoid construing ecclesiastical laws but does
nothing to uncover the expectations of the religious parties in interest.
Consequently, the neutral principles analysis has emphasized the wrong
question. Neutral principles have been used to discover the title-holder
when they should have been used to ascertain the "true" decision-maker.
Courts should now construe, in secular terms only, church constitutions
and other religious documents to discover the written understanding be-
tween the parties at the time they became affiliated, about the control of
the church property.

Local churches can have an hierarchical polity insofar as religious doc-
trine, creed and belief are concerned, yet have a congregational polity so

89. Some courts have found that the determination of polity contravenes the establish-
ment clause of the first amendment. See, Comment, The Role of Courts in Church Property
Disputes, 38 Mo. L. REv. 625 at 641 (1973).

90. See note 58 supra, and accompanying text.
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far as the control of the local church property is concerned.9 ' Church consti-
tutions can be studied in secular terms to determine the polity of a church
in regard to property decisions. If a local church has a congregational polity
so far as control of the property is concerned, yet has an hierarchical polity
for all other purposes, church property decisions would be made by the
majority of the congregation regardless of any position taken by the hier-
archy. This form of analysis would recognize the expectations of the par-
ties, support the free exercise of religion, and not "establish" a church but
simply recognize the allocation of power as expressly agreed to by the
parties. This analysis, like the accepted neutral principles analysis and the
Watson rule of deference, would avoid entanglements with ecclesiastical
law. If church documents were unclear as to allocation of power, or if that
allocation were expressed in religious theory only, then the courts would
be precluded by Serbian from making their own determinations and could
find only that, since no power over church property was expressly reserved
by the local congregation, the local church acceded to the complete author-
ity of the general church. In such cases the courts would defer to the
decision of the general church.

VII. JONES V. WOLF ON REMAND: THE TREND AND THE ALTERNATIVE

Jones v. Wolf was remanded to the Georgia Supreme Court, which af-
firmed its earlier decision for the majority of the local congregation.92

Georgia has adopted for use in church local schism cases a "presumptive
rule of majority representation, defeasible upon a showing that the ident-
ity of the local church is to be determined by some other means." Jones
v. Wolf, supra, 47 L.W. at 4965. That presumption is overcome under
Georgia law by an application of what has come to be known as "neutral
principles" of law - that is, "state statutes, corporate charters, relevant
deeds, and the organizational constitutions of the denomination."'"

The court determined that the application of "neutral principles" failed
to disclose any provisions which would rebut the presumption of majority
rule and, accordingly, found for the majority.

As noted, the court relied on Crumbley v. Solomon, 4 to support its
finding that Georgia had adopted a presumptive rule of majority represen-
tation. However, while Crumbley, like Jones, did involve a church property
dispute wherein the congregation itself had split, it is not a case which
demonstrates a presumptive rule as discussed by the U. S. Supreme Court.
The court in Crumbley never even discussed a presumptive rule of majority

91. See, Hayman v. St. Martin's Evangelical Lutheran Church, 227 Md. 338, 176 A.2d
772 (1962), Dragelevich v. Rajsich, 24 Ohio App. 2d 59, 263 N.E.2d 778 (1970).

92. Jones v. Wolf, 244 Ga. 388 (1979).
93. Id. at 1, quoting Crumbley v. Solomon, 243 Ga. 343, 254 S.E.2d 330 (1979).
94. 243 Ga. 343, 254 S.E.2d 330 (1979).
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representation; indeed, such a discussion would have been obiter dictum.
The court determined that the local church was a member of an hierarchi-
cal association. Though the church property was deeded to the deacons of
the local church to be held in trust by them for their successors, the court
found that:'

[Tihe Disciplinary Rules of the Association provide, "The Association
shall hold all church property, regardless if all members vote to change
the church to some other faith. Also, that deeds of new churches be drawn
up to be property of the Holiness Baptist Association until sold by the
committee appointed by the Association."' 5

Hence, under "neutral principles," the ownership of the property was in
the church hierarchy in the first instance. The identification of the "true"
congregation was irrelevant because the two-step analysis of Jones v. Wolf
never came into play. Consequently, Crumbley did not establish a pre-
sumptive majority rule in Georgia.

As was pointed out in appellant's brief, "it is absolutely clear that Geor-
gia has no such presumptive majority rule. The legislative intent as mani-
fested by the Georgia statues is to the contrary."" Appellants contended
that the Georgia statutes mandate that church property be held according
to the terms of church government,' the terms of which, according to
appellants, give the hierarchy the power to determine the true congrega-
tion of Vineville Presbyterian Church. However, the Georgia Supreme
Court appears to have given little consideration to this argument and,
instead, to have established the presumptive rule of majority representa-
tion on the basis of no clear precedent.

Citing Maryland and Virginia Eldership, the Georgia Supreme Court
unveiled its impression of the trend of church property disputes:
"Accepting the dictates of a church court that decided which faction had
the right of use and enjoyment of church property, based upon church
court resolution of matters of religious doctrine or faith, was perceived by
this court as being contrary to the spirit of controlling law."18 This impres-
sion is not unwarranted. The Supreme Court has encouraged the courts to
ignore the true decision-maker, an act which can only serve to encourage
the unsatisfied party who has agreed to be bound by another's decision to
seek relief from that decision in the civil courts.

Had the court analyzed the Book of Church Order to determine who had
the power to make decisions concerning the ownership of church property,
it is not unlikely that the court would have found this power to rest with
the local congregation." ' If the parties had agreed that the local church

95. Id. at 344, 254 S.E.2d at 332.
96. Brief for Appellants on Remand at 4, Jones v. Wolf, 244 Ga. at 388.
97. See GA. CODE ANN. §§ 22-5507 to 5509 (1977).
98. Jones v. Wolf, 244 Ga. at 388.
99. "Unlike the general church involved in Crumbley, PCUS in the instant case failed to
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retained its rights to control its own property, then it would be considered
to have a congregational polity as to its property even though it is a mem-
ber of a hierarchical church and bound by the rule of the general church
on all other matters. Consequently, even if the general church had the
power to decide who is the "true" congregation,100 that determination
would be irrelevant in respect to the property issue. A majority vote of the
local congregation would determine ownership of the property. This form
of analysis would recognize the expectations of the parties, support the free
exercise of religion, and not "establish" a church, but would simply recog-
nize the allocation of power as agreed to by the parties. In Jones, the
expectation of the parties could have been defeated if, under neutral prin-
ciples, the court had placed primary emphasis on the state statutes instead
of looking to the Book of Church Order. Under the Watson deference rule,
the court would not have gone far enough in looking for the "true" decision-
maker and would have found for the general church.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The Court's interventionist philosophy and the trend away from defer-
ence to the religious authority which bears the responsibility of making
property related decisions is chipping away at separation of church and
state. If the Wall of separation is to be preserved, the Court must move to
encourage religious organizations and individuals to structure relation-
ships involving church property so as not to require the civil courts to
resolve church property disputes. The structuring of these relationships
can be fostered by assuring the parties that their expectations will be
protected. To do this, the courts must look for the "true" decision-maker.
This search for the true decision-maker will not only encourage less litiga-
tion in the future but will result in decisions which are fair and which
reflect the expectations of the parties.

RUSSELL M. BOSTON

adopt any measures to insure control over local church property. To the contrary, the PCUS
constitution provides that the trustees of a local church shall hold, sell, mortgage, and other-
wise deal with the church property solely at the direction of the local congregation. PCUS
thus had a policy of local control . Brief for Appellees on Remand at 4, Id. (emphasis
in original).

100. Appellants assert that the BOOK OF CHURCH ORDER gives the hierarchy the power to

determine the "true" congregation. Brief for Appellants on Remand at 17, Id.
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